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In this article, the issue of reconstructing an idealized periodic unit cell �PUC� to represent a porous

medium is examined by means of microcomputed tomography ��CT�. Using �CT,

three-dimensional images of open-cell foam are collected and used to characterize the representative

parameters of its cellular morphology. These parameters are used in order to reconstruct the porous

medium by means of an idealized PUC: a tetrakaidecahedron with ligaments of triangular cross

sections, whose characteristic dimensions have been measured on the �CT images. The proposed

reconstruction of the idealized PUC is applied to four aluminum foams. The averaged macroscopic

properties of the foams �open porosity and thermal characteristic length� are deduced from their

respective PUC model and compared to experimental measurements and literature data. Good

correlations are obtained. For each of the foams, this provides a parameterized idealized periodic

unit cell on which the partial differential equations governing sound dissipation and propagation in

foams can be solved with a view to studying the microphysical basis of the acoustical

macrobehavior. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2745095�

I. INTRODUCTION

Most porous media possess a very complex internal

structure which is difficult to grasp quantitatively. However,

it would be desirable to be able to quantify its local geometry

by an idealized periodic unit cell �PUC� whose characteristic

parameters would be directly measured on three-dimensional

images obtained from microcomputed tomography ��CT�.
Apart from the intrinsic need for characterizing the cell mor-

phology itself, insight into the morphology of an idealized

PUC would be helpful for understanding the microphysical

basis behind transport phenomena, such as the propagation

and absorption properties of acoustical waves through a po-

rous medium.
1,2

In addition, an idealized PUC—which is pa-

rameterized by nature—could be used to optimize the cellu-

lar structure of a porous medium from a bottom-up approach

to maximize sound proofing. The major purpose of this ar-

ticle deals with the characterization of the internal structure

of open-cell foams and its reconstruction using the concept

of the idealized periodic unit cell.

The appropriate theoretical framework of this work

is—of course—cellular solids, and a very readable textbook

of the most interesting quantities and concepts is given by

Gibson and Ashby.
3

The text by Weaire and Hutzler
4

also

provides the reader with an introduction to the physics of

foams and the most advanced tools to model high porosity

open-cell foams such as the surface evolver program.
5

Sev-

eral authors have reported experimental studies of local ge-

ometry properties of fully saturated high porosity open-cell

metal foams.
6–9

Zhou et al.6 have investigated the morphol-

ogy of foams from a mechanical property analysis viewpoint.

They presented principal cell diameter, ligament thickness,

and ligament length data for three combinations of porosity

and pore density. However, this was done using a destructive

metallographic examination technique based on optical mi-

croscopy and stereological image analysis. A nondestructive

method for making three-dimensional geometric measure-

ments is x-ray �CT. This technique has been used in several

investigations to obtain three-dimensional images of the in-

ternal structure of foams. In these investigations, cell wall

thickness and cell size distribution were the parameters of

interest. Montminy et al.7 have developed an algorithm for

finding the nodal centers and ligament lengths on �CT im-

ages of open-cell polymer foams; however, they did not pro-

vide the ligament thicknesses. Scheffler et al.8 have charac-

terized an open-cell aluminum foam sample for use as a

zeolite substrate. They presented ligament thickness and cell

diameter distributions for this foam sample without giving

ligament lengths. Schmierer et al.9 have used �CT to deter-

mine the thickness distribution of the ligaments of open-cell

metal foams and their surface area for four combinations of

porosity and pore density.

Similarly to the previous works, the present work fo-

cuses on the characterization of the representative morpho-

logical parameters �number of faces/cell, number of edges/
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face, degree of anisotropy, cell diameter, cell ligament

thickness, cell ligament length� of the cells forming a high

porosity open-cell foam. Contrary to previous works, this

time all the local parameters are presented simultaneously

and obtained using a nondestructive method by direct three-

dimensional measurements performed at the cell size level.

The characterized parameters are used to build an idealized

PUC. The purely geometrical macroscopic properties—open

porosity and thermal characteristic length �Appendix A�—of

the idealized reconstructed PUC are then determined by spa-

tial integration and compared with experimental measure-

ments and literature data with a view to validating the pro-

posed idealized PUC reconstruction approach. It is worth

mentioning that the studied thermal characteristic length—

commonly used in acoustics of porous media—is a param-

eter closely related to the specific surface of the solid porous

frame.
10

This article is organized as follows. Section II describes

the studied porous media, the experimental setup, and the

method of idealized PUC reconstruction. Section III presents

the measured cellular parameters, the purely geometrical

macroscopic parameters of the reconstructed unit cells, and

compares these results to experimental measurements and

literature data. Finally, the main conclusions to this work are

presented in Sec. IV.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Studied open-cell aluminum foams

In this article, ERG Duocel open-cell aluminum foams

�produced by ERG, Oakland, CA� are studied. Foams with

four levels of pore sizes �10, 20, and 40 pores per inches

�ppi�� are investigated. The value for the pore density is the

manufacturer’s designation—not necessarily an indication of

true pore size. The foam material is aluminum 6101 alloy,

which consists �in wt %� of 99.32 Al, 0.19 Mg, 0.27 Si, 0.12

Fe, and 0.1 others �Cu, Mn, Zn, B�. ERG Duocel open-cell

aluminum foams are fabricated following a process similar

to investment casting, which replicates the porous preform of

a polymer precursor.
11–13

Foam specimens are machined

from the as-received large foam blocks supplied by ERG. In

an effort to avoid possible effects of plastic deformation due

to diamond sawing, cylindrical samples of 10 and 20 mm in

diameter were obtained via electrodischarge machining.

B. �CT

Unlike synchrotron radiations generated by relativistic

electrons or positrons circulating on a bent trajectory, x-ray

laboratory sources are based on a polychromatic standard

x-ray tube. The polychromaticity of the beam generates

beam “hardening,” leading to unavoidable artifacts in tomog-

raphic images. The artifact derives its name from its under-

lying cause—the increase in mean x-ray energy or hardening

of the x-ray beam as it passes through the scanned object.

Because lower-energy x rays are attenuated more readily

than higher-energy x rays, a polychromatic beam passing

through an object preferentially loses the lower energy part

of its spectrum. The end result is a beam that, though dimin-

ished in overall intensity, has a higher average energy than

the incident beam. This also means that, as the beam passes

through an object, the effective attenuation coefficient of any

material diminishes, thus making short ray paths proportion-

ally more attenuating that long ray passes. In x-ray �CT

images of sufficiently attenuating materials, this process gen-

erally manifests itself as an artificial darkening at the center

of long ray-paths and a corresponding brightening near the

edges. Beam hardening can be a pernicious artifact because it

changes the linear absorption coefficient value of a material

�or gas� depending upon its location in an image. Thus, the

attempt to utilize a single linear absorption coefficient range

to identify a particular material may become problematic.

The local geometry of the foam samples are obtained

using an x-ray �CT desktop ��CT 1072 system, Skyscan,

Aartselaar, Belgium� available at the Université de Sher-

brooke. A microfocus x-ray tube with an 8 �m focal spot

size operates at 20−80 kV/100 �A current and generates a

divergent polychromatic beam. The sample is mounted on a

step-by-step rotating sample holder, including translations to

position and rotate it in the beam. A two-dimensional detec-

tor records the beam transmitted through the sample. The

two dimensional detector is based on a charged coupled de-

vice �CCD� coupled to a scintillator screen. It includes a

1024�1024 CCD chip and offers a 4096 brightness grada-

tion. The magnification changes correspondingly to the me-

chanical movement of the object from detector to the tube.

C. Microstructure acquisition

1. Acquisition of radiographies

The four open-cell aluminum foams corresponding to

different pore densities are x rayed using the 1072 Skyscan

x-ray �CT desktop. A good contrast is found between the

fluid �air� and solid �aluminum� phases of the sample when

the �CT is operating at 80 kV and 62 �A, with an exposure

time of 112 ms. A pixel size of 21.8 �m is used with the

minimum object magnification of 10. During acquisition, the

sample is sequentially rotated over a total angular range of

180°. Typically, 200 equiangular radiographic images per

tested foam sample are acquired �angular step: 0.9°�. In ad-

dition, dark current and reference images are recorded with

the same exposure time to perform flat field correction, Fig.

1�a�. This correction removes inhomogeneities from the

x-ray field and detector response.

FIG. 1. Main steps of the reconstruction process by x-ray �CT. �a� Acqui-

sition of classical radiographies, or “x-ray shadow images” of the real

sample. �b� Reconstruction of bidimensional cross sections of the real

sample showing �i� “ring artifacts” and �ii� “starburst artifacts.” �c� Recon-

struction of the three-dimensional image of an axial portion of the real

sample, after binarisation of the two-dimensional images.
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2. Reconstruction of cross sections

The set of acquired x-ray images is processed through a

modified Feldkamp cone-beam reconstruction algorithm
14

provided with the �CT Skyscan system to get the two-

dimensional reconstructed images of the sample. The recon-

structed cross-section images represent the two-dimensional

maps of the linear absorption coefficient ��x , y� for varying

elevation z. The thickness of the reconstructed cross sections

is fixed by the pixel size, being 21.8 �m. A typical slice of

the sample after reconstruction is shown at Fig. 1�b� for the

40 ppi aluminum foam. Two kinds of artifacts are visible on

this image: �i� ring artifacts and �ii� starburst artifacts. Ring

artifacts are appearing as full or partial circles centered on

the rotational axis. They are caused by differential detector

sensitivity to varying beam hardness �mean x-ray energy�.
Starburst artifacts can form in bright streaks emanating from

the object for a short distance into nearby material. They can

arise if the scanned material includes features that are of

much higher density than the surrounding medium. All of

these artifacts have a common origin: the nonmonochroma-

ticity of the incident x-rays beam. For a full discussion of

these artifacts, see Ref. 15. A serial reconstruction of cross

sections is finally used after segmentation and averaging of

initial cross sections for the reconstruction of a complete

three-dimensional object, Fig. 1�c�.

3. Reconstruction of three-dimensional objects
a. Smoothing and segmentation based on visual criterions-

Due to the reconstruction artifacts, an artificial roughness is

appearing at the surface of the reconstructed objects. A

smoothing of the reconstructed cross sections is then

achieved by means of a 4�4 averaging filter �with TConv,

software provided with the Skyscan system�. As a counter-

part, the resolution of the reconstructed objects is divided by

4, leading to a pixel size of 87.2 �m. We shall see later on

that the mean thickness value of the thinnest ligament is

approximately 370 �m. With a spatial resolution of

87.2 �m/pixel, the height of a ligament’s triangular cross

section is composed of 4.24 pixels in average. For a mea-

surement uncertainty of ±1 pixel, the mean thickness of the

thinnest ligament’s cross section yields 4.24±1 pixels. It

leads to a variation coefficient of approximately 23% �stan-

dard deviation/mean� on the measurements. In practice, this

large uncertainty on the measurements does not allow to es-

timate conveniently the purely geometrical macroscopic pa-

rameters of the foam �open porosity and thermal character-

istic length� by direct spatial integration on the volume and

surface elements of the three-dimensional �CT reconstructed

object. In order to obtain an estimation of the area of a digi-

tized circle with less than 1% of error, a number of 15 pixels/

diameter is generally required.
16,17

To overcome this diffi-

culty, and taking into account the limited resolution of the

apparatus, a continuum disk may be associated to each digi-

tized disk, leading to a kind of continuous idealization of the

medium. That is the idea which will be applied throughout

this article.

After the smoothing of the reconstructed cross sections,

the key point is image segmentation for separating the solid

phase �aluminum� from the fluid phase �air�. For this pur-

pose, a global threshold is applied: pixels having a gray level

superior �respectively inferior� to a given threshold value are

affected to the solid phase �respectively fluid� with binary

level of 1 �respectively zero� in the resulting image. The

threshold set was found manually by visual comparison of a

superficial reconstructed section of the segmented volume,

Fig. 2 �top� and an optical micrograph of the same superficial

section of the real sample, Fig. 2 �bottom�. Furthermore, an

example of quantitative comparison is depicted in Fig. 3,

where the characteristic dimensions of a typical pattern iden-

tified on the reconstructed and original superficial sections

are compared with good accuracy. In practice, the distances

of the digitized objects are effectively conserved, which al-

lows us to proceed with the idealization of the medium.

b. Reconstruction of isolated cells Once the reconstructed

cross sections have been smoothed, and the threshold ad-

equately determined, isolated cells can be reconstructed.

From the set of reconstructed cross sections, it is possible to

determine a region of interest containing only one cell, and

to identify the high and low limits from which a three-

dimensional cell will be reconstructed. This process is re-

peated to collect a sufficient number of cells for each of the

foams to characterize, Fig. 4.

FIG. 2. Segmentation found manually by visual comparison of a superficial

section of the segmented volume �top� and an optical micrograph of the

same superficial section of the real sample �bottom�.
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D. Measurement of the cell morphological parameters

The next step is the measurement of the morphological

parameters of the x-ray �CT reconstructed cells. To charac-

terize the morphology of an isolated cell, the following pa-

rameters have to be measured: the number of faces/cell, the

number of edges/face, the degree of anisotropy, the smallest

and largest characteristic radii of the cell, and the length and

thickness of the ligaments. Appendix B gives the details on

how and where these parameters have to be measured on a

reconstructed cell. All these parameters provide a detailed

snapshot of the foam’s microstructure, and are used to recon-

struct its idealized PUC representation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Quantitative analysis of the three-dimensional
cellular morphology

In the context of this work, the parameters characterizing

the shape of the cells are the number of faces per cell f , the

number of edges per face n, and the degree of anisotropy

DA—see Appendix B. They are directly measured on the

�CT three-dimensional images of the reconstructed cells

shown in Fig. 4. The statistics �mean ± standard deviation�
on the measured parameters are presented in Table I for the

four studied ERG open-cell aluminum foams �5, 10, 20, and

40 ppi�. One can observe that the shape parameters are sta-

tistically independent from the pore density. The overall sta-

tistics on the analyzed cells yield f =12.46±1.28 faces/cell,

n=5.14±0.12 edges/ face, and a degree of anisotropy DA of

1.41±0.18. The degree of anisotropy describes the elonga-

tion of the cells in the rise direction versus that in the other

principal directions. Here, DA=1.41 reveals a rather elon-

gated structure, closer to the shape of an egg than a sphere.

Theoretical models of periodic unit-cells such as the Kelvin’s

tetrakaidecahedron �f =14 faces/cell, n=5.14 edges/ face�
�Ref. 18� and the Weaire–Phelan partition �f =13.5

faces/cell, n=5.11 edges/ face� �Ref. 19� suggest that these

shapes, once elongated, may be proposed as an acceptable

approximation of the studied shapes, see Table II. However,

FIG. 3. Details of a quantitative comparison between a superficial section of

the segmented volume �bottom� and a micrograph of the same superficial

section of the real sample �top�. The distance measured on the reconstructed

object is 2743 �m. The distance measured on the reference object is

2780 �m. The relative error made on the measured distance of the recon-

structed object is approximately 1.3%.

FIG. 4. Three-dimensional reconstructed cells for the four ERG open-cell

aluminum foams.

TABLE I. Statistics on the measured parameters characterizing the cellular

shape of the four ERG open-cell aluminum foams �mean ± standard devia-

tion�. The parameters are directly measured on the corresponding three-

dimensional �CT images of the reconstructed cells shown in Fig. 4.

Pore density

�ppi� Faces/cell f Edges/face n Degree of anisotropy DA

5 12.00±1.41 5.13±0.11 1.26±0.18

10 12.83±1.72 5.19±0.10 1.56±0.20

20 12.40±1.14 5.06±0.11 1.42±0.12

40 12.60±0.89 5.17±0.14 1.42±0.08

Overall 5–40 12.46±1.28 5.14±0.12 1.41±0.18

TABLE II. Main idealized periodic unit cells of monodisperse foams.

Kelvin
a

Weaire–Phelan
b

Faces/cell, f 14 13.5

Edges/face, n 5.14 5.11

a
Reference 18.

b
Reference 19.
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note that the diversity of the observed cellular shapes shows

these models to be simplified structures of real open cell

foams.
20,21

Similar to the previous identification, measurements at

the cell-size level allow the identification of the characteristic

lengths of a representative unit-cell candidate. In the context

of this work, the measured characteristic lengths are the liga-

ment length l, the ligament thickness t, the smallest cell ra-

dius R1, and the largest cell radius R3 . Their measurements

are discussed in Appendix B. Results of the measured param-

eters are presented in Table III. One can note that all the

characteristic parameters decrease as the pore density in-

creases, and not in a linear way. However, a closer look at

the results shows that the ligament length to thickness ratio

�l / t�, the small radius to ligament length ratio �R1 / l�, and the

large to small radius ratio �R3 /R1=DA� are statistically iden-

tical for the four pore densities—see Table IV. This observa-

tion indicates that from one pore density to another, the geo-

metric configuration of the cells is unaltered and their size

parameters are only magnified by a given factor.

While only one measurement was sufficient to obtain the

minimum and maximum radius of a unit cell, approximately

36 measurements were required to estimate its ligament

length and thickness. As observed in Table III, the variation

coefficient on individual cell measurements is rather large

�VC�30% for ligament length and VC�20% for ligament

thickness�. To better capture the meaning of these variations,

Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the ligament length and

thickness for each of the four aluminum foams. The dark

circles point to the mean values given in Table III. As one

can note, the ligament length generally follows a bimodal

distribution and the ligaments thickness a rather monomodal

right-skewed distribution typical to statistics describing natu-

TABLE III. Statistics �mean and variation coefficient� on the measured parameters characterizing the cellular

size of the four ERG open-cell aluminum foams. The parameters are directly measured on the corresponding

three-dimensional �CT images of the reconstructed cells shown in Fig. 4. The variation coefficient VC is

defined as the standard deviation to mean ratio.

Principal characteristic radius Ligament length, l Ligament thickness, t

Pore density

�ppi� Cell No.

R1 R3 Mean VC Mean VC

�mm� �mm� �mm� �%� �mm� �%�

05 1 2.85 3.82 2.40 31.16 0.77 21.88

2 2.49 2.54 2.21 29.59 0.78 21.40

3 2.43 3.53 2.28 33.20 0.73 16.74

4 2.62 3.19 2.32 27.01 0.76 15.47

Mean 2.60 3.27 2.30 30.24 0.76 18.92

VC �%� 7.11 16.79 3.38 2.82

10 6 2.22 4.25 1.89 31.53 0.64 20.39

7 2.03 2.84 1.74 32.59 0.69 30.11

8 2.12 3.24 1.97 30.79 0.60 19.45

10 2.05 3.34 1.63 28.08 0.66 19.39

11 2.09 3.24 1.91 37.53 0.63 18.09

13 2.11 2.82 1.83 27.42 0.64 37.11

Mean 2.10 3.29 1.83 31.41 0.64 24.21

VC �%� 3.29 15.80 6.87 4.79

20 14 1.71 2.50 1.53 29.32 0.45 19.56

15 1.66 2.32 1.43 26.50 0.45 23.37

16 1.47 2.20 1.28 34.59 0.46 18.04

17 1.68 2.05 1.41 24.49 0.46 24.04

19 1.66 2.54 1.50 41.84 0.48 29.38

Mean 1.63 2.32 1.43 31.36 0.46 22.94

VC �%� 5.83 8.83 6.88 2.75

40 27 1.42 2.05 1.25 30.82 0.35 24.08

28 1.39 2.12 1.22 32.85 0.40 21.08

29 1.32 1.72 1.21 26.44 0.34 15.92

30 1.44 1.97 1.18 32.30 0.39 15.53

31 1.36 1.98 1.06 36.93 0.39 26.30

Mean 1.39 1.97 1.19 31.73 0.37 20.64

VC �%� 3.42 7.71 6.20 6.92

TABLE IV. Ratios between some of the cellular size parameters of the four

ERG open-cell aluminum foams given in Table III �mean ± standard devia-

tion�.

Pore density

�ppi� l / t R1 / l R3 /R1=DA

05 3.03±0.14 1.13±0.05 1.26±0.18

10 2.85±0.31 1.15±0.07 1.56±0.20

20 3.12±0.24 1.14±0.03 1.42±0.12

40 3.18±0.36 1.17±0.08 1.42±0.08
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ral systems.
7

These observations tend to promote an ortho-

tropic model for the representative idealized periodic unit

cell with a constant ligament thickness.

B. Representativity and limitations

In this section, we first investigate the representativity of

the quantitative analysis with respect to the number of ana-

lyzed cells. As noted previously, when the cells are taken

individually, the variation coefficients on the ligament length

and thickness are relatively large, in the order of 30% and

20%, respectively. On the other hand, if the statistics are

performed on all the cells of a given material �here a given

pore density�, the variation coefficients now drastically drop

to a small value �VC�7%�. For a finer analysis, the VC of

the principal characteristic radii, the ligament length, and the

ligament thickness is plotted in function of the number of

analyzed cells in Fig. 6. As expected, the VC is decreasing

with the number of analyzed cells. In the particular case of

the studied open-cell aluminum foams, these results tend to

demonstrate the stability and reproducibility of the quantifi-

cation with a small number of mean-size cells extracted from

the reconstructed samples. The reduction in the number of

analyzed cells allows one to minimize the measurement time

at the expense of the bias introduced in the results �increase

of the VC�. In our case, the low number of analyzed cells is

a trade-off between the time duration of the experimental

protocol and accuracy in the searched parameters.

To go further in the representativity of our analysis, Fig.

7 compares the mean results given in Table III to results on

ERG foams that can be found in the literature. The compari-

sons are in terms of ligament length,
6

ligament thickness,
6,8,9

and characteristic radii.
6,8

It is worth noting that Schmierer et

FIG. 5. Length and thickness distributions of the ligaments for the four ERG open-cell aluminum foams.

FIG. 6. Variation of cell size parameters with the number of cells �VC

=std/mean� for the four ERG open-cell aluminum foams.
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al.9 have measured the ligament hydraulic diameter Dh,

whereas in Zhou et al.6 and Scheffler et al.8 studies, as well

as in the present one, a measure of the ligaments thickness is

given by the height h of a triangular cross section �Dh

=2h /3�. For this reason, Schmierer et al.’s data have been

multiplied by 3/2 in order to be comparable to others. Once

this conversion has been done, data from Schmierer et al.
compare very well to those from Zhou et al., Scheffler et al.,
and ours.

While this method offers a new way of identifying the

microstructural parameters of an open-cell foam, it has some

limitations. First, it is relatively time consuming. In addition,

current x-ray �CT laboratory equipments have a limited

resolution of about 5−10 �m. This precludes the analysis of

typical sound absorbing foams like melamine with available

x-ray �CT laboratory equipments, whose ligament thickness

is of the order of the minimal resolution. The use of synchro-

tron radiation �CT, allowing the acquisition of high resolu-

tion three-dimensional images with a cubic voxel size less

than 1 �m, is then required.
22

It is also worth mentioning

that, when such a tool is not available, quantitative results of

the cellular morphology can be obtained by a destructive but

accurate optical microscopy and stereological image analysis

based method,
6

which was found to give results in excellent

agreement with those in the present article.

C. Purely geometrical macroscopic parameters
of reconstructed unit cells

This paragraph briefly discusses comparison of Tables I

and II. The upper bound of the overall experimental number

of faces per cell f is approximately 13.74. This is comparable

to the mean number of faces per cell for the two main ide-

alized unit cells presented in Table II. Considering now the

statistics on the overall experimental number of edges per

face, n typically ranges from 5.02 to 5.26. This second topo-

logical parameter is still in good agreement with the main

unit cells of Table II. Following this discussion, we may

conclude that any one of the main unit cells of Table II could

be proposed as a good candidate for representing the typical

topology of the studied foams. For the sake of simplicity, a

tetrakaidecahedron will be used in the following reconstruc-

tion process of the idealized PUC. Note that the tetrakaideca-

hedron is an approximation of the Kelvin cell.

Once the unit-cell model has been identified from the

measured shape parameters given in Table I, some idealized

PUCs can be built according to the different measured size

parameters provided in Table III. Here, two reconstruction

examples of a tetrakaidecahedral shaped unit cell with trian-

gular ligament cross sections �cs� are presented for the 40 ppi

open-cell aluminum foam. First, an isotropic idealized PUC

is simply reconstructed from the knowledge of the mean

ligament length and thickness—see Fig. 8�a�. Second, an

orthotropic idealized PUC is reconstructed—see Fig. 8�b�.
This time the mean ligament thickness together with both the

smallest characteristic radius and degree of anisotropy �or the

largest characteristic radius� are required. For example, the

mean ligament thickness, smallest characteristic radius, and

degree of anisotropy of the 40-ppi foam are respectively t
=0.37 mm, R1=1.39 mm, and DA=1.42—see Tables III and

IV. To reconstruct the orthotropic cell, an isotropic cell is

first reconstructed using the first mode l1 of the ligament

length distribution. This length can be identified on Fig. 5 by

mean 1, or approximated by the following geometrical rela-

tionship that holds for a tetrakaidecahedron unit cell: R1

FIG. 7. Comparison of the cell size parameters mea-

sured on the three-dimensional reconstructed cells

shown in Fig. 4 to results reported in the literature for

the four ERG open-cell aluminum foams.

FIG. 8. Examples of reconstructed unit cells for the 40 ppi Duocel alumi-

num foam sample: �a� isotropic and �b� orthotropic unit cells.
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� l1
�2. Consequently, an initial isotropic PUC having liga-

ment length and thickness, respectively, equal to l1

=0.983 mm and t=0.37 mm is reconstructed, and then elon-

gated with a DA of 1.42—see Fig. 8�b�.
Finally, purely geometrical macroscopic parameters such

as the open porosity � and the thermal characteristic length

�� of the reconstructed idealized PUCs are simply obtained

by spatial integration of elementary volume and surface ele-

ments. In Tables V and VI, the open porosity and the thermal

characteristic length determined with the present reconstruc-

tion method of idealized unit-cells are compared to experi-

mental and literature results. Note that the �CT measurement

uncertainty of 87.2 �m �Sec. III C� on the input values l, t,
and R1 were taken into account to evaluate the uncertainty on

� and ��.

1. Open porosity

In Table V, the open porosities � calculated on the ide-

alized isotropic and orthotropic PUCs are compared to ex-

perimental measurements and literature data. Three experi-

mental methods were used to measure the open porosity of

the tested specimens. The first one is based on a thermody-

namic method
23

and the second on Archimedes principle.
24

Since the density of the aluminum alloy is known, a third

method is used to estimate this time the total porosity �open

and closed cells� from the mass of the specimen and its bulk

volume. If the specimen only contains open cells, open and

total porosities are identical—this is what is observed in the

results shown in Table V. As one can note, the orthotropic

idealized PUC yields better comparisons with the measure-

ments and literature results than the isotropic idealized PUC.

To complete these comparisons, two other analytical meth-

ods are used: “TetraK circular cross section” and “TetraK

triangular cross section.” These methods are based on simple

analytical equations derived in Appendix C, where the cell is

considered isotropic. In this case, it is noted that the open

porosity found for the triangular cross section is close to the

one found for the isotropic idealized PUC. This is logical

since the simple analytical equations assume an isotropic

cell. While the analytical expressions can be used to obtain a

rapid estimate of the porosity, they should be used with care

since the analytical calculus overestimates the solid volume

by counting several times the solid parts at the junctions, and

assume an isotropic cell.

2. Thermal characteristic length

In Table VI, the thermal characteristic lengths �� calcu-

lated on the idealized isotropic and orthotropic PUCs are

TABLE V. Open porosity � calculated on the reconstructed isotropic and orthotropic idealized unit cells

compared to experimental measurements and literature data for the four ERG open-cell aluminum foams �mean

± standard deviation�.

05 ppi 10 ppi 20 ppi 40 ppi

Reconstructed unit-cell: isotropic 0.940±0.019 0.932±0.027 0.943±0.032 0.946±0.041

Reconstructed unit-cell: orthotropic 0.908±0.028 0.900±0.037 0.915±0.045 0.921±0.052

Measurement �thermodynamic� 0.915±0.001 0.917±0.001 0.914±0.001 0.921±0.001

Measurement �Archimedes� 0.921±0.001 0.922±0.001 0.921±0.002 0.926±0.002

Measurement �by alloy density� 0.918±0.002 0.916±0.002 0.915±0.001 0.922±0.001

TetraK circular cs 0.909 0.898 0.914 0.919

TetraK triangular cs 0.933 0.925 0.937 0.941

Zhou et al.a 0.935 0.932 0.918

Scheffler et al.b 0.922

Schmierer et al.c 0.920 0.914 0.915 0.914

a
Reference 6.

b
Reference 8.

c
Reference 9.

TABLE VI. Thermal characteristic length �� �mm� calculated on the reconstructed isotropic and orthotropic

idealized unit cells compared to experimental measurements and data reported in the literature for the four ERG

open-cell aluminum foams. Parentheses indicate the relative difference when compared to the reconstructed

orthotropic idealized unit-cell method.

05 ppi 10 ppi 20 ppi 40 ppi

Reconstructed unit-cell: isotropic 4.45±1.07 3.35±0.80 2.84±0.98 2.43±1.02

Reconstructed unit-cell: orthotropic 3.13±0.56 2.56±0.57 2.10±0.68 1.85±0.76

Acoustic characterization method 2.67±0.01 2.30±0.06 1.93±0.23 2.01±0.43

Heat transfer experiments
a

3.12 �−0.3%� 2.63 �3%� 2.17 �3%� 1.79 �−3%�

Three-dimensional �CT
b

2.13 �−32%� 1.92 �−25%� 1.47 �−30%� 1.32 �−29%�

Two-dimensional �CT: P−A b
2.63 �−16%� 1.67 �−20%�

TetraK circular cs and spherical nodes
c

3.12 �−0.3%� 2.33 �−9%� 1.89 �−10%� 1.61 �−13%�

TetraK circular cs 3.80 �21%� 2.82 �9%� 2.44 �17%� 2.11 �12%�

TetraK triangular cs 3.54 �13%� 2.63 �2%� 2.27 �8%� 1.96 �4%�

a
References 25–28.

b
Reference 9.

c
Reference 29.
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compared to experimental measurements and literature data.

Here, the method used to measure �� is based on an inverse

acoustical approach discussed elsewhere.
30

As shown in

Table VI, the orthotropic unit-cell reconstruction method is

again leading to better comparisons with measurements and

literature data than the isotropic unit cell. This is more

clearly shown in Fig. 9, where all of the results of ERG

open-cell aluminum foams are compared to the overall mean

value per pore-density �thick line�—note that the mean value

does not take into account the results of the orthotropic ide-

alized PUCs to prevent bias. As one can note, the thermal

characteristic length calculated using the orthotropic PUC

falls on the mean value for each of the pore densities.

From the comparisons with the literature data, it is noted

that our estimations of �� based on the orthotropic PUC are

particularly very close to those deriving from mixed

conduction/convection heat transfer experiments in open-cell

metal foams,
25–28

with a relative difference of the order of

3%. On the contrary, literature data on �� obtained from

direct integration of three-dimensional �CT images
9

are giv-

ing large relative differences of the order of −30%. These

relative differences may be due to �CT image artifacts,

which introduce artificial roughness at the surface of the im-

aged samples �Sec. II C 3�, reducing by this way the com-

puted thermal characteristic length. This is confirmed by the

fact that, when �� is obtained from serial integrations of

fluid area �A� to solid perimeter �P� on two-dimensional

�CT slices �referred as the “�CT: P−A” method�, the rela-

tive difference is decreasing, because the weight of artificial

surface roughness is becoming less important in two dimen-

sions. We argue that the reconstruction approach of idealized

periodic unit cells proposed in this article is correcting erro-

neous surface information originating from polychromatic

�CT images, notably by the visual surface inspection com-

pared to optical micrographs �Sec. II C 3�. On the other

hand, comparisons with the so-called “TetraK method” are

leading to intermediate relative differences of the order of

8%. In this last method, the metal foam structure is also

assumed to be composed of a tetrakaidecahedral lattice, but

this time the ligaments are chosen to be cylindrical in shape,

with spherical nodes at the vertices.
29

There exist experimen-

tal evidences that the cross section of the ligaments connect-

ing the nodes is, in general, a function of the open porosity,

and changes from circular �for ��0.85� to concave triangle

�for ��0.97�.25
Schmierer et al.29

were aware of this prop-

erty; nevertheless this cross-section variation with porosity

was neglected in their model. Following this, since the stud-

ied samples have a measured open porosity of approximately

92% �see Table IV�, it is supposed that the ligament cross

section should be better approximated by a triangular rather

than circular shape. This explains the relative difference of

approximately 8% mentioned earlier.

To complete these comparisons, the two analytical meth-

ods discussed previously and derived in Appendix C are

used. In this case, relative differences of approximately 7%
�for triangular cross section� and 15% �for circular cross sec-

tion� are introduced and compared to �� values found from

the orthotropic idealized PUCs. Once again, these analytical

expressions can be used to provide rapid approximations of

��; however, they should be used with care since by count-

ing several times the solid volume at the junctions, the value

found for �� is systematically overestimated.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this article, a cellular morphology characterization

method for open-cell reticulated foams was presented. First,

direct measurements of the cell shape and size parameters

are performed at the cellular level on three-dimensional

polychromatic x-ray �CT images. Second, from the mea-

sured local geometry parameters, a procedure has been pro-

posed to reconstruct the cellular medium using the concept

of an idealized PUC. While the procedure is lengthy, it is

straightforward and does not use any adjustable parameters.

The method has been successfully applied to the reconstruc-

tion of idealized PUCs for four high porosity open cell alu-

minum foams, where good agreements were obtained with

experimental measurements and literature data in terms of

the various cellular morphological and purely geometrical

macroscopic parameters.

Perhaps the most outstanding result is the ability of the

method to produce a PUC of a porous medium, which accu-

rately renders the dependence between the purely geometri-

cal macroscopic parameters �such as open porosity and ther-

mal characteristic length� and the local geometry analyzed at

the cell size level. Also, the method has proved to yield

accurate evaluations of the macroscopic parameters that can

be used to validate existing macroscopic characterization

methods �e.g., ultrasound and inverse techniques�. These

macroscopic parameters are of utmost importance to charac-

terize the thermal dissipation mechanisms in sound absorb-

ing materials.
1,10,31

Finally, the PUC approach is presented here as a simple

microstructural method that could be used to extract other

macroscopic and dynamic acoustical properties from a po-

rous medium, such as the dynamic thermal and viscous per-

meabilities, directly computed on a three-dimensional recon-

structed idealized PUC.
32

FIG. 9. Thermal characteristic length �� �mm� determined by reconstruction

of an idealized unit cell and compared to data reported in the literature and

acoustical measurements for the studied ERG open-cell aluminum foams of

�a� 5, �b� 10, �c� 20, and �d� 40 ppi.
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APPENDIX A

The open porosity � of a porous solid is defined as the

fraction of the interconnected pore fluid volume V f to the

total bulk volume of the porous aggregate �,

� = V f/� . �A1�

The thermal characteristic length ��, which is a gener-

alization of the hydraulic radius, is equal to twice the inter-

connected pore fluid volume V f to the pore wet surface �

ratio

�� = 2V f /� . �A2�

APPENDIX B

The shape and size parameters to measure on individual

�CT reconstructed cells are depicted in Fig. 10. The faces

are the windows bounded by ligaments—for open-cell

foams, there is no wall on the faces. The corners of the faces

are the vertices or nodes. The ligaments are the elongated

elements linking two vertices. Three lengths of ligament are

defined: the smallest or mode-1 length l1, the mode-2 length

l2, and the largest or mode-3 length l3. The mean ligament

length l is the average of the three modes. For isotropic cells,

the three lengths are equivalent, and typically, for orthotropic

cells l1= l2� l3, and for anisotropic cells l1� l2� l3. Simi-

larly, three radius modes exist: mode-1 radius R1, mode-2

radius R2, and mode-3 radius R3. For anisotropic cells,

mode-1 and mode-2 refer to the smallest and largest radius

between R1 and R2, respectively. Here, the degree of aniso-

tropy is then given by DA=R3 /R1. It should be noted that

radius Ri is mainly associated to length li. Finally, only one

ligament thickness t is defined per cell.

The measurements of the radii are performed by defining

the largest ellipses that can be drawn interior to orthogonal

planes of a cell—i.e., the ellipses are inscribed within the

cell. Consequently, assuming orthotropic cells, only two radii

per cell have to be measured. The length of a ligament is the

distance between its extremity nodes, measured center to

center, and its thickness is measured at the third of its length.

For a tetrakaidecahedron cell, it means that a maximum of 36

lengths and 36 thicknesses can be measured per cell. The

only one ligament thickness is obtained by averaging all 36

thicknesses.

APPENDIX C

The purpose of this appendix is to present simple ana-

lytical equations to estimate the volume and surface proper-

ties of open-cell foams. Gibson and Ashby
1

have noticed that

if the cell edge length is l and the cell wall thickness is t, and

t≪ l—that is the porosity � is high—then for all open-cell

foams

� = 1 − C� t

l
�2

, �C1�

where C is a numerical constant, near unity, that depends on

the details of the cell shape. Assuming a tetrakaidecahedron

unit-cell, this constant can be analytically calculated for dif-

ferent cross-section shapes. For the case of an equilateral

triangular cross section of height h �t=h�, C=�3/2�2; for a

circular cross-section shape of diameter d �t=d�, C
=3� /8�2. The thermal characteristic length �� can also be

estimated from local measurements via a second equation,

which takes the following form:

�� = D1

l2

t
− D2t , �C2�

where D1 and D2 are still numerical constants near unity

which can be determined analytically for simple cases. For

an equilateral triangle cross-section shape of height h, we

found D1=2�2/3�3, and D2=1/3. For a circular cross-

section shape of diameter d, D1=4�2/3� and D2=1/2.
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